The Infiniti System is the culmination of 30 years of innovation and leadership in biofeedback and psychophysiology, incorporating the latest advances in electronic hardware and PC software architecture. Its power and versatility enable the system to be customized to any practice and for any budget. From one to forty channels, we offer a system that meets your data acquisition and biofeedback requirements - with the assurance of reliable signal accuracy and infinite flexibility.
Advancing the field of Sport Psychology & Sport Medicine™

Now with TELEMETRY

Thought Technology’s FlexComp Infiniti™, ProComp Infiniti™ and BioGraph Infiniti™ are an essential component of the sports science of AC Milan’s Lab. "... " Our ability to monitor muscle fatigue, as well as the psychological and physiological preparedness of our athletes have allowed them to perform at their peak, as well as enabling the team to decrease injuries by 90%.

Bruno DeMichelis PhD
Milan Lab AC Milan Soccer Team

Medalists Know the Value of Sport Psychology, Physiology and Sport Medicine™

All your needs are met in our monitoring/biofeedback systems, which combine hardware and our BioGraph Infiniti software. Choose from 1 to 40 channels: SEMG, EKG, Skin Conductance, Temperature, HR/BVP, Respiration and Heart Rate Variability, etc. Acquire data in the field using compact flash memory, or monitor and train your client directly to your PC or wirelessly through Tele-Infiniti™ Bluetooth module. Visualization for peak performance coupled with biofeedback, Mind Over Muscle, was pioneered by Thought Technology over 30 years ago.

CALL 1-800-361-3651 FOR FREE BIOGRAPH INFINITI WORKSHOP INFORMATION
Special Dual Membership Offer
for Members of the
ASSOCIATION FOR
APPLIED PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
AND BIOFEEDBACK

APPLY FOR
APA MEMBERSHIP AND
AND SAVE 25% ON YOUR DUES
FOR FULL OR ASSOCIATE MEMBERS...
EVERY YEAR!

In partnership and special arrangements with your society, APA is extending this offer to help make belonging to multiple organizations more affordable for you. Each year that you remain a paid member of both organizations, you will save 25% off your APA annual membership dues.

You’ll get complete APA benefits, including:

- Subscriptions to the Monitor on Psychology and American Psychologist included in your annual membership fee
- Visit the web site (www.apa.org) for more details about APA’s full suite of benefits and services

Call the
APA Service Center now at
1-800-374-2721

Simply say that you are a paid member of the Association for Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback and wish to apply for APA membership under the dual membership agreement. Current APA members, please see detailed instructions in your dues renewal notice to take advantage of this offer.

APA AND YOU
MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction to Biofeedback – An AAPB Independent Study Program

AAPB has raised the bar in home study opportunities by unveiling its new education opportunity. Edited by Andrew Crider, PhD, and Doll Montgomery, PhD, this new program is part of the constellation of services offered to our members and the public. It is designed to be a self-paced, in-depth educational experience for those individuals interested in pursuing their certification through the Biofeedback Certification Institute of America (BCIA), or those pursuing continuing education in biofeedback and its applications.

History and Principles
by John Arena, PhD, and Trishul Devineni, PhD ($60)

Stress and Illness
by Andrew Crider, PhD ($60)

Psychophysiological Recording
by Doll Montgomery, PhD ($120)

Neuromuscular Applications
by Jeffrey Cram, PhD ($120)

Electroencephalographic Applications
by Lynda Thompson, PhD ($60)

Autonomic Nervous System:
Part One — Basic Psychophysiology
by Christine Hovanitz, PhD, and Carolyn Yucha, PhD, and

Part Two — Specific Biofeedback Applications
by Angeles McGary, PhD, and Richard Gevirtz, PhD ($120)

Adjunctive Interventions and Assessment
by Donald Moss, PhD ($120)

Professional Conduct
by Sebastian Striefel, PhD ($60)

Save money and buy the whole series for $695!
This program offers 40 hours of CE credit.

Visit www.aapb.org for details or to order one or more modules.
Biofeedback is an international, interdisciplinary news magazine devoted to the study of physiological systems, cognition, social and environmental parameters, and health. Published quarterly by the Association for Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback (AAPB), *Biofeedback* contains original research, conceptual and theoretical articles, evaluative reviews, case studies, and clinical notes and observations.

Serving: Clinicians, researchers, and other professionals engaged in the practice or teaching of psychophysiology, psychology, physiology, hypnosis, biofeedback, physical therapy, nursing, counseling, and pain management.
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